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Digital & Design Technologies

The SparkFun Inventors Kit for the Genuino 101 board makes it easy to get started
with Digital Technologies in the classroom. The kit contains the Genuino 101

board as well as all the accessories you need to begin simple projects that can add
#STEAM to all parts of the curriculum. The kit also contains an experiment guide.

Using the experiments from the guide the following activities / challenges have been
created that have application in specific curriculum areas. Note the exact curriculum
links have not been stated, but keywords from curriculum documents have been

added to enable implementation across year levels.

All experiments provide students with the skills and
inspiration to Define, Decompose and then Design Digital
Solutions to real world problems in their community and
classroom. Students will be able to knowledgeably select,
use and justify the digital tools and materials they require

in implementing a Digital Solution.  
- How can we minimise the use of energy in the classroom?

- How can we keep our plants alive in the holidays?
Problems that can be addressed with Digital Technologies.

Access the SparkFun Experiment Guide here: http://bit.ly/101SparkFunExperimentGuide
For more information on the Genuino 101 board visit: http://bit.ly/IntelGenuino101 

Mathematics
Experiment 10 requires students to adjust a servo

motor to an angle between 0 and 360 degrees. Using
this experiment as a guide challenge students to
create a teaching tool to demonstrate their

Geometric Reasoning knowledge and pass this
understanding on to younger students. 

Music
Experiment 14 demonstrates to students how to use a
Piezo Buzzer to play a tune. Utilising this sketch and

students skills in Music, challenge students to compose
and then perform a song using both traditional

technology and this digital technology. This will require
students to manipulate and improvise to achieve the

desired sound and then provide opportunity to compare
and analyse  the different approaches.

English / Languages / Business
Experiment 17 exposes students to an LCD screen and
demonstrates how to display a simple message. Utilising

these skills challenge students to:

- Languages: Create a conversation or advertising
campaign (text) in the target language, displaying the

content on the LCD screen
- Business: Develop a slogan or advertising campaign in
response to a business issue or event utilising the LCD
panel as a means of display/promotion. Analyse and

reflect on the solution
- English: Create Texts/Literature such as poetry or a

piece of persuasive writing appropriate for publishing on
the LCD panel and place appropriately for visual impact

Visual & Media Arts
Experiment 1,3 & 4 skills students to become familiar
with using LEDs. Utilising these skills students can
enhance their artwork for their intended audience

with the addition of lights and colour
(technologies and digital materials.)

Science
Throughout all experiments students are actively creating

and innovating with electrical circuits gaining an
understanding of how energy is transferred and
transformed. They are planning and conducting

experiments analysing and evaluating data in real time:

- For example Experiment 7  skills students to utilise a
photo resistor. Students can use this knowledge as the

basis for creating a model smart home. This a science and
technology solution  to the contemporary issue of

resource sustainability.
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